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shah rukh khan and aamir khan are the golden boys of indian cinema. but their peers have been faring less well at the box office. it was not supposed to be like this, said salman khan, who along with his two brothers, shah rukh and aamir, was the biggest drawcard at the box office in the early 2000s. he now
spends most of his time making television and movies for his charitable foundation, which promotes education and organizes medical camps, and his fans' favourite films are a long way behind. instead, bollywood has been gripped by a wave of youth-driven rebellion. so, what has changed? but in the 1990s,

the script for movies began to get longer, and the number of words started to drop. the so-called "a" movies of the 1990s were all the rage, and with them came a new breed of actor-turned-director, such as manmohan desai, karan johar, anurag kashyap, and anurag basu. all were destined for big success, but
the script kept getting longer and longer. and so it became routine for hindi films to open with a two-hour-plus first half and then half an hour of credits. these long-ish credits were a hit with audiences, who always want to see the credits and then a bit more of the movie. the 2010-2011 bollywood films also

opened with a two-hour-plus first half, and then you get the second half-in the form of a musical number or dance sequence. this is a englishlanguage title. the story of aashiqui revolves around rahul and arohi's (shraddha kapoor) relationship. rahul (rahul masand) is an aspiring singer who loses his career due
to his drinking. he meets arohi in a bar in goa, where she works to earn a living. impressed by her singing, he promises her to take her to mumbai and make her a star, where they fall in love with each other. but will they stay together accepting their success, or will they break up due to their ego?
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